arousal) share a common mechanism, it is logical that they should mutually exclude each other; in other words, These discrepancies in the degree of sensory adaptation in the thalamus can be explained by differences in the if one of them is expressed, the other one would not.
from multiple cells surrounding the electrode. Local field potentials recorded with relatively low-impedance electrodes (Ͻ1 M⍀) are generated mostly by slow subthreshold postsynaptic activity. The fast action potentials (i.e., spikes) from single cells are low-pass filtered by the extracellular space (or filter settings) and contribute little to the field potential. Only when large numbers of cells fire synchronously, then population spikes may also contribute to the field potential response (Mitzdorf, 1985; Nicholson, 1979; Purpura, 1959) . Previous work using current source density analysis (CSD) has shown that the amplitude of the negative local field potential response evoked in layers IV-III by whisker stimulation reflects the size of a current sink in those layers that is triggered by thalamocortical afferents (Castro- sensory responses evoked in the barrel cortex by whisker deflections during control states and during acor multiwhisker deflections on the contralateral face protivated states produced by stimulating the brainstem duce a negative local field potential response with an reticular formation in a urethane-anesthetized rat. The onset latency of about 5.5 ms (Figure 1) . The local field current flow distribution reveals that a whisker deflection potential is a population response reflecting the linear produces two short-latency sinks (red) centered around layer IV ‫008ف(‬ m) and upper layer VI ‫0051ف(‬ m). Both sum of the fields generated by current sinks and sources layer VI current sinks depressed significantly in response to 8 Hz whisker stimulation (n ϭ 3 experiments; p Ͻ 0.0001), but the depression was not different beditions. In addition, a recording electrode was implanted in layers IV-III of the barrel cortex. During surgical imtween each layer, so that layer IV and layer VI depressed similarly ‫.)%55ف(‬ In contrast, during activation, the amplantation, the stimulating and recording electrodes were carefully aligned to produce a response that mirplitude of the layer IV and layer VI current sinks was not affected by the 8 Hz whisker stimulation, so that there rored the response evoked by whisker deflections in anesthetized animals. Thus, stimulation of the whisker was no significant sensory adaptation. Figure 3 shows similar results obtained with multiunit pad produced a field potential response in the neocortex that was virtually identical to the response observed recordings ( Figure 3A ) and single-unit recordings (Figures 3B and 3C ) from cells in layers IV-III of urethanein anesthetized animals using whisker deflections. The main significant difference was that the onset latency anesthetized rats. During quiescent states, robust unit activity is evoked at low frequencies in correspondence was shorter for the whisker pad electrical stimulation (4.4 Ϯ 0.3 ms for electrical stimulation of the whisker with the large local field potential negativity that reflects a layer IV-III current sink, and these responses strongly pad versus 5.5 Ϯ 0.2 ms for whisker stimulation), reflecting the fact that sensory nerve fibers are directly adapt with frequency. However, during activated states, induced by stimulating the brainstem reticular formaactivated by the electrical stimulation. Otherwise, the amplitudes and shapes of both cortical responses tion, unit responses to low-frequency stimuli are suppressed while responses to high-frequency stimuli are were similar. In a first set of experiments, animals were placed enhanced ( Figures 3A and 3B) . Consequently, cortical unit responses show much less adaptation during actiin an open field and recordings were obtained during spontaneous behavior. The behavior of the rat was also vated states. Figure 3C consists of population data derived from single-unit recordings (n ϭ 7). Single-unit recorded using a video camera and a VCR. In these experiments, a single stimulus was applied to the responses were measured during a 10 ms time window starting 6 ms after a whisker deflection. As with the field whisker pad every 2 s. Figure 4 shows an example from such an experiment. Figure 4A displays samples of conpotential responses, single-unit recordings show that sensory responses adapted significantly more during tinuous local field potential recordings during three different behavioral states (i.e., sleep, awake immobility, quiescent states than during activated states (p Ͻ 0.001; for 5-40 Hz; n ϭ 7; Figure 3C ). and active exploration); the whisker pad-evoked response can also be observed every 2 s. Figure 4B plots The reason for the reduction of sensory adaptation during activated states is 2-fold. First, during activated the amplitude of the evoked responses. In this case, the rat was initially in slow-wave sleep (i.e., cortical field states, the responses to low-frequency stimuli are suppressed. This is reflected in a reduction of the response potentials displayed large-amplitude slow oscillations and the animal is laying in the cage with eyes closed) amplitude of field potential recordings, a reduction of the number of cells that respond during multiunit recordings and the cortical-evoked response was largest, as the animal woke up the evoked response was suppressed and a reduction in the probability of discharge for most cells during single-unit recordings. Second, during actibecoming smallest during very active periods of exploration. Thus, during sleep, awake quiescent states, vated states, the responses to high-frequency stimuli are larger than during control states (quiescent). This and activated states, the size of the evoked response changes dramatically, so that during sleep, the response was expected among other reasons because thalamic neurons respond with higher efficacy to high-frequency is largest, and during active behavioral states, the response is smallest. These changes in response amplisensory inputs during activated states (Castro-Alamancos, 2002a). Thus, during activation, the slope and amplitude tude occur rapidly (in the order of seconds) and dynamically in relation to the behavior of the animal. Population of high-frequency field potential cortical responses increase, while the latency of multiunit and single-unit data was obtained from a total of 12 recording sessions (1-3 hr per session) of spontaneous behavior from five responses decreases. Although fewer cells respond in neocortex during activated states, these responses apanimals (30 responses were measured per session for each behavioral state condition). The results show that pear to be more synchronous (see Figure 3A) . Notice the dispersed unit activity evoked at 10 Hz during quiesthe amplitude of the cortical response evoked by whisker pad stimulation was suppressed on average by cent states, which contrasts with the sharp population spike evoked during activated states. Such a change is 23% Ϯ 4% (n ϭ 12; p Ͻ 0.001) during awake immobility and 65% Ϯ 6% (n ϭ 12; p Ͻ 0.001) during active exploracompatible with an increase in spike synchrony during activated states (Munk et al., 1996 Figure 5A shows sample traces of Figure 5C ). Hence, the reduction of adaptation during activated states reflects the fact that stimulus-evoked responses, even to the first stimulus, are 
in a Behavioral Task?
The reduced sensory adaptation during behaviorally acthe CS ( Figure 6A, lower panel) . The mean response tivated states could reflect a neural mechanism by which latency for a trained animal that has performed more the thalamocortical system sets itself into the informathan 50 trials is 2.4 s (the latency range is 1.9-3.5 s). tion processing mode. These dynamic changes may During the execution of the task, the amplitude of the serve to switch how the thalamocortical system handles field potential response evoked in the barrel cortex durincoming sensory inputs. In order to test this hypothesis, ing the presentation of the CS was measured. The analywe trained animals in a behavioral task that used the sis was confined to the first ten responses in the 10 Hz whisker pad stimulation as a conditioned stimulus (CS). train used as a CS. Figure 6 shows data corresponding Animals were trained in an active avoidance task in to the first 200 trials in the active avoidance task from which a 10 Hz whisker pad stimulus delivered for 5 s a representative animal. During the initial trials (i.e., 50 signaled the subsequent delivery of an aversive stimulus first trials) when the animals are learning the task, the (mild foot shock). During the 5 s presentation of the response to the first whisker pad stimulus in the CS CS, the animals could avoid the aversive stimulus by train is small (i.e., sensory suppression is robust) and performing an avoidance response that consisted of sensory adaptation (measured by comparing the first moving to the adjacent compartment in the shuttle box. and tenth responses in the CS train) is mostly absent An avoidance response would also suspend the presen-( Figures 6A and 6B) . However, as animals learn the task tation of the CS until the next trial (presented randomly;
and their performance improves to 100% avoidances, mean intertrial interval ϭ 30 s). Animals learn quite the response to the first stimulus in the CS increases readily to avoid the aversive stimulus by moving to the (i.e., sensory suppression is reduced) and sensory adaptation enhances. adjacent compartment during the 5 s presentation of These changes resembled those observed during duced, but as the animal changes to a quiescent state, the response to the first stimulus enhances and adaptaspontaneous behavior in the same rats during previous recording sessions, so that during quiescent states sention is large. Population data from animals trained in the shuttle sory suppression is mostly absent and adaptation is present while during active states sensory suppression avoidance task (Figure 7 ) revealed that the response to the first stimulus in the CS train and sensory adaptation is prevalent and adaptation is reduced. These changes were observed in every animal tested in the active avoidare significantly smaller (n ϭ 5 rats; p Ͻ 0.001) during learning of the task (initial 50 trials) than after learning ance task (n ϭ 5) and were found to be related to the level of alertness in the task (see Supplemental video has occurred (150-200 trials). In addition, for trained animals (i.e., after more than 50 trials), sensory suppres-MOVIE1.AVI at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/ 41/3/455/DC1). Thus, during learning of the task animals sion was significantly stronger, and adaptation was smaller in those trials that the animal avoided with a are quite alert and expectant to the CS. During this state, sensory suppression is prevalent and adaptation is reshort latency (Ͻ2.5 s) as compared to trials that were avoided more slowly (n ϭ 60 trials per group taken from duced. In contrast, after learning has occurred and behavioral demands are easily met by the animals, these three animals; p Ͼ 0.001 slow versus fast). This indicates that when the animal is alert in the task, and thus rebecome noticeably less alert and expectant in the task, and like during spontaneous quiescent states, sensory sponds faster to the CS, sensory suppression is strong and adaptation is reduced. adaptation is again prevalent and sensory suppression is not present. This is supported by the observation that the same pattern of activity is found in the same animals Discussion during spontaneous behavior. Figure 6C shows a recording session that occurred the day before the shuttle The results described here indicate that during activated states in which animals are alert (i.e., actively exploring box avoidance task. During this session, the same animal behaved freely while the cortical response to a train the environment or actively expecting stimuli), sensoryevoked responses in the neocortex are suppressed and of whisker pad stimulation at 10 Hz was monitored. During behaviorally activated states, the response to rapid sensory adaptation is reduced. In contrast, during quiescent states such as slow-wave sleep or awake the first stimulus is suppressed and adaptation is re-immobility, sensory-evoked responses are strong in behavioral task in the present study cannot be related to neocortex and adaptation is present. Thus, during the fear produced by the aversively motivated task (LeDoux, processing of sensory inputs, adaptation is mostly ab-2000). This is supported by the fact that the changes sent. These properties change rapidly and dynamically observed during learning of the task occur also during to meet information processing demands imposed by normal active exploration where fear is presumably not behavioral contingencies. Sensory suppression during a factor. Thus, the results do not suggest an involvement arousal has been shown to be caused by the activityof fear in the effects described. dependent depression of thalamocortical synapses proThe present study indicates that when a stimulus duced by increased thalamic firing during arousal (Casreaches the neocortex during an alert state it encounters tro-Alamancos and Oldford, 2002). Interestingly, rapid a depressed thalamocortical synapse, and probably sensory adaptation in the neocortex has also been also enhanced inhibition, both leading to sensory supshown to be caused by the activity-dependent deprespression and the reduction of sensory adaptation. Alsion of thalamocortical synapses (Chung et al., 2002) .
though, fewer cells in neocortex respond to the sensory It is thus reasonable to find that both processes reduce stimulus during activated states, the results are also each other since they share a common mechanism. Inconsistent with the idea that the fewer responding cells deed, during the behavioral states in which sensory supare better synchronized. These effects may well serve pression is present, rapid sensory adaptation is mostly to focus sensory inputs to their appropriate cortical repabsent, while when sensory suppression is absent senresentations, as a means of enhancing selectivity while sory adaptation is robust. also allowing for enhanced synchronization between reSensory responses have been shown to be affected sponding neurons, which seems to be a hallmark of by a variety of behaviors at different levels of processing attention ( conditioned stimulus (CS) consisting of a 10 Hz whisker pad stimulus train is presented for the duration of the interval or until the animal Sensory Stimulation The sensory stimulation in anesthetized animals consisted of deproduces an avoidance response by moving to the adjacent compartment, whichever occurs first. If the animal produces an avoidflecting large caudal whiskers (one to four). The selected whiskers were inserted into a glass micropipette (1 mm diameter) that was ance response the escape interval is not presented. However, if the animal does not avoid, then during the escape interval, a mild glued to the membrane of a miniature speaker. Application of a 1 ms square current pulse to the speaker deflected the micropipette scrambled electric foot shock (0.1 mA) is delivered through the grid floor of the shuttle box, which motivates the animal to move readily and the whiskers inside ‫004ف‬ m. Whisker stimulation was applied between 0.5 and 10 s after the RF stimulation. Sensory responses to the adjacent compartment. During the intertrial interval, the animal awaits the presentation of the next CS. The task is computer conwere measured during a 10 ms time window starting 6 ms after the whisker stimulus. For field potential responses, the maximum trolled using MedPC software (Med Associates) and is also video taped in synchrony with the electrophysiological recording. In the amplitude of the negative field potential was measured during the time window. For unit responses, the number of counts during the study, data are expressed as mean Ϯ SD. Comparisons between groups were performed using t tests. time window was measured. During multiunit recordings, a threshold detector was used to detect spikes at twice the noise level. Sensory responses were measured similarly during chronic procedures.
